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THE FORUM RETURNS
-John Angell

With this Spring 1987 issue, the
School of Justice at the University of
Alaska, Anchorage resumes publication
of the Alaska Justice Forum, after a
hiatus of seven years. The revived Forum
will, we hope, serve the same goals as
those of the original publication: to in
crease understanding of crime and justice
system operations and to contribute to
the improvement of the administration of
justice in Alaska.
The School of Justice, which
houses both the Justice Center and
the Alaska Statistical Analysis Unit,
has statewide responsibility for aca
demic and public education and re
search in the areas of crime, law, law
enforcement, and the administration of
both civil and criminal justice. It is this
mission which the revived Forum will
advance through its presentation of
statistical data and its discussion of
research and developments in the field of
justice.
The original Forum, published
from 1977. to 1980, covered such land
mark Alaska activities as the revision of
the Alaska criminal code, the implemen
tation of the Department of Law policy
against plea bargaining, and the develop
ment of a state master plan for Correc
tions. The new Forum will continue this
tradition of broad coverage of Alaska
justice issues. It is based on a recognition
that the efficiency and effectiveness of
the justice system is dependent upon the
extent to which people in the system
have information about operations
throughout the . system. The Forum
will assist not only in providing such
information, but also in providing the
most current justice data available and
references to additional sources of data
which may be useful to justice personnel.
Discussion of current justice issues
in Alaska will reflect the results of
research and analysis performed by the

arena for broad and inclusive discussion
of justice issues.

OBSCIS:
A Correctional
Management Tool
-Roger Endell

John Angell, Dean
Justice Center and the Statistical Analysis
Unit and of national studies done through
the Bureau of Justice Statistics U S
Department of Justice. In additi�1�
to articles and research findings, the
Forum will include timely informa
tion on training opportunities, meetings,
and publications in the field of justice.
Financial support for the Forum is
.p.rovided by the U.S. Department of
Justice, Bureau of Justice Statistics. It
will be published quarterly and will be
provided at no cost in single copies to
individuals, agencies, and organizations
with an interest in the administration of
justice in Alaska.
We look forward to serving Alaska
through the revival of the Alaska Justice
Forum, and we invite your contribu
tions-articles, letters, suggestions, and
comments. We plan for this publication
truly to function as a forum: an Alaska

The Offender Based State Cor
rectional Information System (OBSCIS)
is a computer-based data management
tool designed to serve the administrative
needs of correctional systems. Although
the system was developed under the Law
Enforcement Assistance Administration
(LEAA) in the late 1970s for general use
within corrections departments through
out the United States, only a very few
states have successfully adopted it, and
even fewer have been able to realize any
of its potential as a management tool. In
1983 the Alaska Department of Correc
tions became one of the first correctional
systems to adopt OBSCIS. Its experience
with the system may be instructive for
other states.
The implementation of OBSCIS in
Alaska accompanied the change in the
correctional system from the status of a
division within the Department of Health
and Social Services to that of a separate
department of .state government.
This change in the status of Correc
tions was precipitated by a rapid growth
in state correctional needs. The correc
tional system in Alaska is a comprehen
sive adult system which processes both
males and females, pre-trial and post-trial
detainees, and misdemeanants and felons.
In December 1980, 861 offenders were
incarcerated within the Alaska system; in
early 1987 there are over 2,000 within
the same system. This growth is the result
See OBSCIS, page 2
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both of the growth in the state's general
population and of changes within the
Alaska justice system of which the
foremost was the institution of a new
criminal code and a presumptive sentenc
ing scheme in 1980. The provisions of
this new criminal code and the virtual
elimination of plea bargaining ultimately
resulted in a higher percentage of offend
ers being incarcerated. To deal with the
rapid rise in the prison population, the
correctional system installed a new
decentralized, regionally based man
agement structure and effected major
improvements and expansions in physical
facilities. The implementation of OBSCIS
as a management tool accompanied and
facilitated these developments.
Access to the Alaska Department of
Administration mainframe computer with
its statewide network permitted the
Department of Corrections to install
OBSCIS expeditiously and effectively.
The relative ease with which OBSCIS was
implemented in Alaska is due, in part, to
the centralization of the correctional
system and to a receptivity on the part of
state administrators toward the use of
such information systems within various
state agencies. The abs'ence of such
centralization and of receptivity to
wards computer information systems has
perhaps hindered widespread implementa
tion of OBSCIS in other states.
OBSCIS is used within the De
partment of Corrections to record,
maintain, and update data pertinent
to the functioning of the corrections
network. The system has been designed
so that all offenders entering the correc
tional system, regardless of status (misde
meanant, felon, pre-trial, post-trial, etc.)
would enter the OBSCIS record system at
the time of booking or reception. The
data maintained on each offender in
clude identifying information (name,
age, sex, address), employment history,
medical history, marital status, education,
and offense record, and sentence disposi
tion.
Since 1984, use of the system
has widened to include the collection of
detailed sentence data, information on
probation and parole caseloads, and
community residential center placements
and information on inmate fund account
ing. Expansions in use to maintain in
formation on institutional program parti
cipation and program performance have
been planned for 1986-1987.
OBSCIS has the facility to generate
current and easily accessible offender
based data, thus permitting monthly

institutional activity reports and yearly
compilations. Prior to the implementa
tion of the system, such reports were
difficult, if not impossible, to prepare on
a regular basis because of the logistical,
time-consuming difficulties inherent in
the former manual approaches to data
maintenance.
Because data on the entire in
carcerated population are readily avail
able for planning and administration of
the system, OBSCIS has become a very
powerful tool for the executive level
management staff. The data are useful in
distributing populations among and with
in institutions, in making prisoner popula
tion projections, and in analyzing offense
and sentence distribution patterns among
the offender population.
The capacity to perform these
types of analyses enables the Department
of Corrections to participate in the
shaping of those state policies which
affect its operation. Through data .analy
sis using OBSCIS, the department can
measure the potential impact of pro
posed changes in policy and law. For
example, in the early 1980s, public
concern with drunk driving resulted in a
number of legislative proposals to in
crease the penalties imposed for alcohol
related driving offenses. Analyses of these
proposals in conjunction with data ob
tained through OBSCIS permitted De
partment of Corrections administrators to
predict the bed space impact on the
correctional system and to estimate the
related costs to the system for each of
these proposed pieces of legislation. The
results of the analyses influenced the final
shape of the drunk driving statutes
adoped in 1983 and 1984.
An examination of the history
of the 1986 "good time" legislation
is a further demonstration of the useful
ness of OBSCIS as a tool in formulating
correctional policy and law. ("Good
time" may be loosely defined as time
deducted from an offender's sentence in
recognition of good behavior.) Adminis
tration of "good time" within the Depart
ment of Corrections was complicated by
the existence of three separate but
concurrent systems of computation, each
of which had been separately adopted in
response to periodic reform efforts of
both the executive and legislative branch
es of government. The Department
recognized a major need to eliminate the
complications imposed by the administra
tion of three separate methods.
Moreover, the Department of Cor
rections also recognized that release of
prisoners through the "good time"
mechanism was a way to ease the crowd-

ing within state prison facilities which
had been one effect of the enforcement
of the provisions of the new criminal
code. At its existing level of appro
priations the corrections system could
not meet a need for space for 300 addi
tional prisoners each year-the approxi
mate rate of growth. In Alaska a 300-bed
facility costs over $40 million to con
struct and $5 to $10 million annually to
operate. With declining state revenues, re
lated to the drop in world oil prices
over the past two years, this level of
additional cost would be difficult to
maintain on an annual basis.
Corrections administrators, through
the use of the OBSCIS data bank found
that consolidating the three "good time;,
accounting systems into only one method
which permitted one-third of a sentence
to be deducted for proper behavior
would relieve the administrative complex
ities and, in addition, would result in a
diminution in the rate of need for addi
tional bedspace in prison facilities. The
growth in the incarcerated population
would effectively be slowed from twenty
five persons per month to approxi
mately eight. In other words, rather
than having to build a new 300-bed
institution, or otherwise develop space
for 300 additional offenders each year,
the correctional system would have to
See OBSCIS, page 3
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deal with an annual growth of approxi
mately 96 additional inmates.
The Alaska legislature recognized
that it would be difficult to support the
existing rate of growth in the incarcerated
population with the concomitant need·
for additional facilities and increases in
operating budgets, and yet it was reluc
tant to undo the provisions of the crimi
nal code. The modified "good time"
award system, the development of which
was facilitated by the use of OBSCIS,
emerged as a cost-effective and reasonable
compromise.
Since its implementation in Alaska,
OBSCIS has proven to be effective in
managing the day-to-day operations of
the Department of Corrections and,
perhaps more importantly, in helping to
shape correctional policy. It is as a tool
for developing policy that the value
of OBSCIS has not yet been realized
nationally. In this regard, the experience
of the Alaska correctional system can
serve as a model to other states.

Alaska Department of Corrections Profile of Population
As of March 1987, Department of Corrections had jurisdiction over 5,378 persons.
This number includes:
2,030
183
97
240
24
356
2,448

persons in Alaska institutions.
persons in the Federal Bureau of Prisons.
persons in Minnesota State Institutions.
persons in Community Residential Centers (furloughees).
persons in Community Residential Centers (prob-parolees).
persons on parole.
persons on probation.

Since March 1983, the following increases have occurred:
Persons in Alaska's institutions
Persons in Federal and Minnesota Prisons
Persons in Community Residential Centers
Persons on Parole
Persons on Probation

up

·UP

up
up
up

59%
40%
257%
154%
80%

(1,277-2,030)
(200-280)
(74-264)
(140-356)
(1,361-2,448)

The makeup of the persons incarcerated in Alaska's institutions, the Federal Bureau of
Prisons, and Minnesota State Prisons has changed during these four years.

83-87

Anti-Drug
Abuse Act
Alaska Governor Steve Cowper has
appointed a committee of state agency
and non-profit organization representa
tives to coordinate Alaska's implementa
tion of the provisions of the federal
Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986. Serving on
the committee are Karen Robinson, the
Goternor's Office; Michael Lewis, Depart
ment of Public Safety; Herb Soll, Depart
ment of Law; Chuck Fry, Department of
Corrections; Richard Luther, Department
of Education; Matt Felix, Office of
Alcoholism and Drug Abuse; and Mary
Lee Fletcher, National Council on Alco
holism.
Under the Anti-Drug Abuse Act,
Alaska will receive $4.2 million for use at
the state and local levels. Of these funds,
$823,000 will be administered through
the Department of Law for law enforce
ment support, $796,000 through the De
partment of Education for the Drug-Free
Schools
program,
and
$2,584,000
through the Department of Health and
Human Services for Lreatment programs.
The act requires the develop
ment of a statewide strategy to en
sure that the federal assistance is in
tegrated with state and local programs.

Fe Ions-Sentenced
Misdemeanants-Sentenced
Felons-Unsentenced
M isdemeanants-Unsentenced
Totals

86-87
Change

3/86

3/87

Change

939
155
312
71

1,472
150
469
121

1,579
132
463
136

+68%
-15%
+48%

-12%

+92%

+12%

1,477

2,212

2,310

+56%

+4%

3/83

+7%

-1%

Average Daily Number of Prisoners
March 1987
Capacity
225 persons in Fairbanks Correctional Center
93 persons in Anvil Mountain Correctional Center
93 persons in Yukon-Kuskokwim Correctional Center
390 persons in Cook Inlet Pre-Trial Facility
107 persons in Anchorage-Sixth Avenue
226 persons in Hiland Mountain Correctional Center
57 persons in Meadow Creek Correctional Center
134 persons in Palmer Minimum Correctional Center
120 persons in Palmer Medium Correctional Center
68 persons in Mat-Su Pre-Trial Facility
292 persons in Wildwood Correctional Center & Pre-Trial
172 persons in Lemon Creek Correctional Center
53 persons in Ketchikan Correctional Center
240 persons in Community Residential Centers (furlough)
24 persons in Community Residential Centers (prob-parole)
183 persons in Federal Bureau of Prisons
97 persons in Minnesota State Prisons

200
102
88
397
116
229
56
130
125
74
310
174
63

200
100
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Imprisonment in Four Countries
Justice system comparisons have
consistently shown that the United States
has a higher proportion of its population
incarcerated for criminal offenses than
the other Western democracies. This has
led many to conclude that the United
States is considerably more punitive
in its treatment of criminals.
A recent study by the Bureau
of Justice Statistics addresses the issue by
estimating the likelihood that a person
arrested for robbery, burglary, or theft in
the United States, Canada, England, or
the Federal Republic of Germany (West
Germany) will eventually be sentenced to
imprisonment. Although, in fact, the
United States does have a higher incarcer
ation rate when only general population
figures are considered, when arrest-based
imprisonment rates are compared, the
difference between the United States and
the other countries in the use of impri
sonment largely disappears.
"The findings contradict a be
lief in some quarters that in the United
States persons arrested for such crimes
are more likely to be sent to a jail or a
prison than in other Western democra
cies," commented Bureau Director Steven
R. Schlesinger.
"While conventional incarceration
rates, which measure the proportion of a
nation's total population that is in prison,
are indeed much higher in this country
than in other democratic nations, this dif
ference seems largely attributable to the
higher arrest rates-resulting from higher
crime rates-in the U.S.," Schlesinger
noted. "At least this appears to be the
case when_ this country is compared to
the two Western democracies-Canada
and England-whose legal systems are
most like our own."
The United States, Canada, and
England have similar rates of imprison
ment for adults arrested for robbery. In
these three countries, an estimated 48-52
percent of those arrested for robbery
eventually serve a sentence in a jail or
prison. (The Federal Bureau of Investiga
tion in its Uniform Crime Reporting
Program defines robbery as the taking or
attempting to take anything of value
from the care, custody, or control of a
person or persons by force or threat of
force or violence and/or by putting the
victim in fear. Burglary is the unlawful
entry of a structure to commit a felony
or theft. Theft is the unlawful taking,
carrying, leading, or riding away of
property from the possession or construe-

tive possession of another.)
For the crime of theft, impri
sonment rates range from 14 percent in
Canada and England to 18 percent in the
United States. For burglary, Canada has a
measured rate of 23 percent, followed by
England with 30 and the United States
with 35 percent.
Because of the limitations of
available quantitative data, these figures
are based on the assumption that there is
no charge reduction in Canada and
England; that is, that no one in these two
countries is arrested for one crime but
convicted and incarcerated for a lesser of
fense. Imprisonment rates for the United
States, on the other hand, include a
correction for charge reduction.
This assumption of no charge
reduction in Canada and England tends to
understate imprisonment rates for these
countries, although it is impossible to
determine by how much. Consequently,
the imprisonment rates for these coun
tries should also be compared to the
rates for the United States before correc
tion for the effects of charge reduction.
The arrest-based imprisonment rates for
the United States with no charge reduc
tion correction are as follows:
Robbery
Burglary
Theft

38%
27%
17%

Thus, if all three countries are com
pared with no charge reduction cor
rection, then the United States has
the lowest imprisonment rate for rob
bery, a rate for burglary near the mid
point of the rates for Canada and Eng
land, and an imprisonment rate for theft
within three percentage points of those of
the two other countries.
The comparisons presented here
presume that, on the whole, robberies,
burglaries, and thefts in one country are
comparable in seriousness to the same
offenses in other countries. This assump
tion is dictated by the nature of the avail
able data. There is, however, empir
ical evidence that at least robberies
in the United States are more serious as a
group than robberies in the· other coun
tries. Approximately 40 percent of the
robberies reported to police in the United
States involve firearms, compared to 29
percent in Canada and only 9 percent in
England. These figures provide additional
evidence that the United States is not
See IMPRISONMENT, page 5

Judicial
Council
Reports
The Alaska Judicial Council has
recently released two major research
reports: "The Investigative Grand Jury in
Alaska" and "Alaska Felony Sentences:
1984."
"The Investigative Grand Jury
in Alaska" focuses upon the need to
balance the reporting powers of Alaska
grand juries with the due process rights of
individuals identified in reports. The
study discusses the development of the
grand jury's investigative and charging
powers and relates the history of the use
of grand jury reports. The study also
reviews procedures and protections used
in jurisdictions other than Alaska.
"Alaska Felony Sentences: 1984"
discusses the effects on court case loads
and the prison population of policy
changes which occurred in the early
1980s, including presumptive sentencing,
continuation of the prohibition on plea
bargaining, reclassification of drug and
sexual offenses, and increased enforce
ment efforts. Data used in the report
came from state agency computerized
information systems.

Public Opposes
Fire Island

A majority percentage of resi
dents of Anchorage and the Matan
uska-Susitna Borough would oppose the
placement of a long-term correctional
facility on Fire Island, according to a
recent public opinion poll conducted by
the Justice Center at the University of
Alaska, Anchorage. A telephone opinion
poll taken in November 1986 surveyed
public attitudes toward the possible use
of Fire Island as a correctional site. It
revealed that, when informed of the costs
of building a facility on the island, nearly
56 percent of the 1,000 respondents op
posed selection of the Fire Island site.
Thirty-nine percent were in favor and five
percent could not, or did not, respond.
Fire Island, which is located off
shore from Anchorage in the Cook Inlet,
is one of several sites proposed as possible
locations for a long-term correctional
facility. The opinion poll was part of the
final phase of a two-year UAA Justice
Center and School of Engineering _investiSee FIRE ISLAND, page 5
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more severe in its sentencing of robbers
than Canada and England.
These findings are the result of
comparing arrest data (or its equiv
alent) and incarceration data for four
major Western democracies. Becall$e the
fourth country, the Federal Republic of
Germany (West Germany), does not have
a practice exactly equivalent to arrests, it
is not possible to make a direct com
parison with the three other coun
tries. Instead, one can estimate a range
for Germany based upon (1) adults
"suspected" of crimes-a category broad
er than those actually "arrested" in the
other countries-and (2) adults formally
"charged" with offenses-a narrower or
stricter category than "arrests."
For robbery, the resulting range for
the proportion incarcerated in Germany
is 23-58 percent; for theft, it is 4-9
percent. (German criminal justice statis
tics include burglary with theft.) Because
the range for robbery overlaps the rates
calculated for the United States, Canada,
and England, it is not possible to deter
mine whether German sentencing prac
tices for this crime differ markedly from
the other countries. The data do indicate,
however, that the German criminal
justice system relies less on incarceration
for the crime of theft than do the systems
in the three other countries.
While a variety of factors con
tribute to the degree of punitiveness of a
criminal justice system, two of the most
important for comparing Western demo
cracies are the likelihood of incarceration
and the length of imprisonment. While
both of these factors must be considered,
the BJS study was limited to the likeli
hood of incarceration.

(The article above is taken from a
study released by the Bureau of Justice
Statistics, U.S. Department of Justice.
Copies of the complete study, "Imprison
ment in Four Countries," [NCJ-103967)
may be obtained from the National
Criminal Justice Reference Service, Box
6000, Rockville, MD 20850.)

FIRE ISLAND ...

(Continued from page 4)

gation to determine the island's suitabil
ity for use as a prison location. The study
projected Alaska prison population levels
through the year 2000 and examined
engineering and legal questions presented
by the Fire Island site. The results of the
investigation revealed a projected increase
of almost 400 percent in the sentenced
state prison population, indicating a need

Arrest-based Imprisonment Rates for the United States, Canada,
England, and the Federal Republic of Germany
Estimates of the Percentage of Arrested Adults Who
are Incarcerated After a Criminal Conviction in:

Arrest Offense
Robbery
Burglary
Theft c

United
States

Canada

Englanda

49%
35
18

52%
23
14

48%
30
14

Note: All data are for the most recent
year for which complete data were
available when the study began: U.S.1982; Canada-1980; England-1983;
Germany-1984. Also, only data for
the U.S. inc orporate a corre ction for
the effects of c harge reduction. The
rates for the other countries, partic u
larly Canada, would likely be higher if
the effe cts of charge reduction c ould
be calculated. See text for details.

Fed. Repub.
of Germany b
23-58%
***
4-9

***. Not available.
a Includes Wales.
bThe range presented is based on those
suspected of crimes and those formally
c harged with c rimes. See text for ex
planation.
CBecause Germany includes burglary
and auto theft with theft, these c rimes
have been included for comparability
reasons in the theft category for the
other three c ountires.

Source: Bureau of Justice Statisti c s.

Number of Persons Incarcerated per 100,000 Persons in the Resident
Population for the U.S., England, and the Federal Republic of Germany
Incarceration Offense

United
States

Englanda

Fed. Repub.
of Germany

Robbery
Burglary
Theft b

46.1
37.0
56.5

5.1
21.0
24.8

9.9
* *
*
26.7

Note: See previous table for the years
National data on persons in
prison by offense are not compiled for
Canada. Data for the U.S. include esti
mates of the sentenced jail population.
c overed.

Source: Bureau of Justice Statistic s.

for the construction of additional correc
tional facilities. Placement of the needed
facilities on Fire Island is technically feas
ible, according to the engineering report,
but the costs for construction would be
approximately $16 million higher than
those estimated for other sites. Operating
costs also would be substantially higher.
Before being asked to respond in favor
or against selection of the island, the
telephone opinion poll respondents were

*** Not available.
a Includes Wales.
bBecause Germany includes burglary
and auto theft with theft, these c rimes
have been included for comparability
reasons in the theft category for the
other two countires.

informed both of the projected need for
additional facilities and of the higher
costs associated with Fire Island.
The 1,000 survey respondents were
drawn from a random sampling of tele
phone numbers within the municipality
and the borough. Only those answering
individuals 18 years or older were permit
ted to complete the survey. The average
age of respondents was 38, 87 per-

See FIRE ISLAND, page 7
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State Participation in Compact Needs Study
-N.E. Schafer
Through the Interstate Compact for
Probation and Parole states agree to
provide supervision for offenders on
community release from other states. The
compact was developed in 1937 by the
Interstate Commission on Crime in
recognition of the mobility of the Ameri
can population, of the difficulties of
maintaining superv1S1on of offenders
across state lines and of the need for
formal arrangements to monitor offend
ers. Today, compact participants include
all fifty states, the District of Columbia,
Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands. The
Alaska correctional system, which has
responsibility for administering probation
and parole cases, has participated in the
compact since 1962.
Despite the long duration of
this interstate arrangement, little re
search has been done on how it affects
the functioning and administration of
participating state correctional systems or
on whether it has emerged as an equitable
arrangement, as was originally intended.
Undoubtedly, national research in this
area has been hampered by the difficul
ties presented by data collection among
and within the diverse correctional
systems participating. State level research
on the impact of compact participation
has also been sparse, but at this level it is
more feasible and such study could serve
as a preliminary to national evaluations.
With the adoption by Alaska of OBSCIS,
the computer-based information manage
ment system, an extensive and thorough
evaluation of the impact of this state's
participation in the Interstate Compact
could now be readily structured. Besides
contributing to the national store of
information on the compact, such a study
would be valuable in making corrections
policy and resource decisions.
Administration of the compact
obviously consumes correctional system
resources. It has been assumed that the
flow of offenders into and out of any
given state will be equitable over time,
that is, that the total number of offenders
received for supervision will be approxi
mately equal to the total number sent
elsewhere. If this assumption is false,
there are serious implications for supervi
sion case loads in states which receive
more offenders than they send, since
supervision of incoming offenders re
quires a long-term commitment of
financial and personnel resources.
Recognizing the value of a study of
the impact of Alaska's participation in
the Interstate Compact, the Justice

Center at the University of Alaska,
Anchorage has undertaken a preliminary
study of compact participation data in
order to make recommendations for fut
ure data maintenance and analysis.
Nature of Compact

Participants in the Interstate Com
pact agree that any state will accept
supervision of a parolee or probationer if
the offender is either a resident of that
state or stays with family and if he/she is
able to find employment. If these condi
tions are not met, the receiving state can
choose not to accept the offender.
The superv1smg, or receiving, state
must use the same standards of supervi
sion for interstate cases as it does for its
own parolees and probationers.
The sentencing state may re
call a probationer or parolee being
supervised under the compact at any time
without formalities. Before leaving the
sentencing state, the parolee or proba
tioner signs a waiver of extradition.
Nature of Study

The Justice Center preliminary
assessment indicates a lack of read
ily accessible historical data on Alaska's
participation in the compact. A master
listing of all persons under the jurisdic
tion of the Department of Corrections
from 1976 to 1983 was the source of the
data examined.
Although this listing was main
tained for case management purposes
only and did not include information
crucial to a thorough assessment of the
impact of the state's participation in the
compact, it was used to draw some
preliminary conclusions based on aggre
gate numbers. These conclusions could
not, for the most part, be refined, but
they suggest directions for further study.
The information available included state
of original jurisdiction (sending state),
destination (receiving state), date of
birth, date supervision ends, sex, age,
race, and status {probation or parole).
Intake dates were not included, so length
of supervision could not be computed as
a factor on case load impact. Also un
available was information on instant
offense, offense history, or risk cate
gory-all items necessary for a detailed
impact study. Such detailed information
from prior to 1984 was maintained only
in individual case files, a search of which
was beyond the scope of this preliminary
investigation.
Study Results

Between 1976 and 1983, Alaska

processed 1,551 offenders through the
Interstate Compact; 999 were received
for supervision (64.4 percent) and 552
(35.6 percent) were sent to other states.
Over 75 percent of the incoming transfers
were probationers.
The movement of Interstate Com
pact offenders to and from Alaska was
largely a regional one. The major ex
change was with states on the west coast.
Of the 999 offenders received by the
state, more than half (50.8 percent) were
from the states of Washington, Califor
nia, and Oregon. Of those sent out
of Alaska, 51.8 percent went to the
same three states. Five states-Washing
ton, California, Oregon, Texas, and
Florida-appear as both states of original
jurisdiction and as states of destination in
the same order and in approximately the
same proportion. The regional nature of
the exchange was not unexpected since
movement between Alaska and Washing
ton, California and Oregon is common for
persons other than offenders. Many fields
of employment in Alaska require skills
which can be acquired in these states
(e.g., forestry, fishing, construction). In
addition, many Alaskans go_ to these
states for education and training, and
many have relatives in these states. The
inclusion of Texas among the top five
exchange states is also not surprising
because the oil economies of both Alaska
and Texas exhibit many similarities and
have resulted in many connections
between the two states.
The compact participants were
overwhelmingly Caucasian, reflecting the
total urban population of the state.
Alaska Natives constituted a very small
portion of the transfer sample (2.6
percent) although they constitute 33
percent of the incarcerated population in
Alaska.
The average age of Interstate
Compact offenders was 30.5 years.
Only 26 offenders were born before
1920. The largest percentage (55.5)
were in their twenties. Only two percent
were younger than twenty. Nearly 90
percent were male.
Anchorage processed the largest
number of Interstate Compact partici
pants: 482 incoming and 258 outgoing.
As the largest city, Anchorage had a
larger number of employment opportuni
ties than most other cities. There was also
greater probability that an incoming of
fender would have relatives residing
there rather than elsewhere in Alaska.
Fairbanks, the second largest city in
Alaska, had the second largest number of
incoming (172) and outgoing (111)
See COMPACT, page 7
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offenders. During the years covered by
this study, the city of Fairbanks-a hub
of pipeline activity-experienced · rapid
growth in both population and develop
ment.
Other cities experiencing a high rate
of flux were Juneau, Kenai, Ketchikan,
and Kodiak. Job opportunities in com
mercial fishing, canning, refining, and
timber industries may have constituted
the attraction of these cities.
Need for Further Research

Although this preliminary study
shows that the state has received almost
twice as many transfers as it has sent to
other states, the cost to Alaska cannot be
determined from the available data.
There are different costs involved in
supervising minimum, medium, and maxi
mum risk offenders. Unless the type of
supervision required is known, this factor
cannot be considered. Since 75.4 percent
of incoming transfers in the sample were
probationers, we can infer that most did
not require a maximum level of supervi
sion, but more precise information is
required for a valid assessment of cost in
probation office time and effort.
If instant offense information had
been available for the 1,551 offenders in
the sample, some conclusions might have
been drawn both about supervision level
and about the risk to the public, parti
cularly in terms of city of destination. In
smaller Alaska communities, distance
supervision is the norm, and site visits are
costly since they require air travel. Again,
it might be inferred that probation
status implies lower risk than parole
status, but specific information is re
quired for any valid assessment of public
risk and supervision requirements.
The data seem to indicate that
the Intersate Compact was not an equit
able arrangement for any city in Alaska
during the economic boom years. Each
city saw a greater number of incoming
than of outgoing transfers. However, at
the present time the state is experiencing
severe economic problems, and em
ployment opportunities are more limited
than they were during the period for
which the data have been studied. These
economic changes and the resulting
population shifts could be expected to
have an impact on the flow of Interstate
Compact offenders into and out of the
state, with ultimately a reversal of the
proportions found in the study occurring;
that is, more people will leave the state
than will enter it under the compact
agreement. A recent count of transfers
shows that the expected reversal in
inflow/outflow proportions has begun. In
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December 1986, Alaska had 493 active
transfer cases; 289 under supervision
Outside and 24 under supervision inside
the state. This number is approximately
20 percent of the total probation/parole
case load in the state. Again, because of
the difficulty of assembling such informa
tion from previous years, it is not possible
to chart the chan!;(e.
Charting the annual inflow/ out
flow provides only the grossest measures
of the impact of compact participation.
With computerization, other, more de
tailed information could easily be re
trieved for annual assessment. The
identifi<;ation of changing patterns may
call for a review of policies and proce
dures and an examination of resource and
personnel allocation.
While until recently the infor
mation necessary to perform these
types of analyses was not readily avail
able, with OBSCIS the Alaska correction
al system now has the information
management capacity to maintain the
records required for the evaluation of the
impact of participation in the Interstate
Compact.
(The prelimillary assessmellt of data
described ill this article was performed by
N.E. Schafer alld Leslie Wenderoff of the
Justice Center and Peter Mire of the
Alaska Department of Corrections. Cop-

ies of the study may be obtailled for a
nominal fee from the Justice Center.)
FIRE ISLAND ...
(Colltinued from page 5)

cent were Caucasian, and 57 percent were
female.
The results of the telephone survey
were presented for discussion at a public
forum held at the University of Alaska,
Anchorage in December 1986. The
purposes of the forum were to review the
entire Fire Island study and to elicit fur
ther public reaction to the study's find
ings. None of the approximately twenty
five participants at this forum expressed
support for placing a correctional institu
tion on Fire Island.
The summary report of the Fire
Island study presented to the Department
of Corrections, which contracted for the
study, included the results of both the
telephone survey and the public forum.
The report recommended against selec
tion of Fire Island as a prison site because
of the substantially higher costs associ
ated with building and operating a facility
on the island and because of apparent
public opposition to such use of the site.
(Copies of the Fire Islalld Public
Opillion Survey: Summary of Filldings
and other reports from the Fire Island
study may be obtai1Jed for a nominal fee
from the Justice Center.)

Interstate Compact Transfers by Alaska City
Incoming
City

No.

Outgoing

Percent

of Total

Anchorage
Fairbanks
Kenai
Ketchikan
Juneau
Kodiak
Palmer
Sitka
Nome
Bethel
Petersburg
Haines
Wrangell
Kotzebue
Dillingham
Barrow
Valdez

482
172
71
70
69
45
29
17
12
11
7
4
3
2
2
2
1

48.3%
17.2
7.1
7.0
6.9
4.5
2.9
1.7
1.2
1.1
0.7
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.1

Total

999

100.0%

City
Anchorage
Fairbanks
Juneau
Kenai
Ketchikan
Kodiak
Palmer
Nome
Sitka
Petersburg
Bethel
Barrow
Not avai I able

Total

No.

Percent
of Total

258
111
53
37
35
29
8
6
5
3
1
1
5

46.7%
20.1
9.6
6.7
6.3
5.3
1.5
1.1
0.9
0.5
0.2
0.2
0.9

552

100.0%
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